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‣ Scales linearly to 64 GPUs for models with 100+ million parameters.
‣ Over 2x faster in some cases than other optimized frameworks for training end-toend neural networks for speech recognition.

DESIGN
• The design of wav2letter++ is motivated by three requirements:
‣ It must efficiently train models on datasets containing thousands of hours of speech,
‣ make expressing and incorporating new network architectures, loss functions, and
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ArrayFire Tensor Library
• ArrayFire [1] is a highly-optimized tensor library that supports CPU, GPU, and OpenCL
backends.
• Uses just-in-time (JIT) code generation to combine series of simple operations into a
single kernel call.
• Less verbose and relies on fewer C++ idiosyncrasies.

Flashlight Machine Learning Library
• A standalone machine learning library that:
‣ extends ArrayFire with autograd, NN modules, distributed training, etc. to support
neural network training.
‣ extends the core ArrayFire CUDA back-end with more efficient cuDNN operations
including convolutions and RNN operations.
• wav2letter++ library is built on top of flashlight.
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‣ Written entirely in C++ and backed by the efficient ArrayFire tensor library

BENCHMARKS

//

• wav2letter++ is a fast, open-source deep learning speech recognition framework.

Variable forward(const Variable& x) {
auto hidden = matmul(weights[0], x);
hidden = max(hidden, 0); // ReLU
return matmul(weights[1], hidden);
Name
Language
}
Kaldi const Variable&
C++, Bashy)
Variable criterion(const Variable& yhat,
auto probs = sigmoid(yhat);
Python,
return -(y * log(probs) + (1 - y)ESPNet
* log(1 - probs));
Bash
}
OpenSeq2Seq Python, C++
for (const auto& xy : trainSet) {
wav2letter++
C++
criterion(forward(xy[0]), xy[1]).backward();
for (auto& w : weights) {
w -= lr * w.grad();
1. Major open-source
w.zeroGrad(); // Set gradient Table
to zero
}
}

//
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